Three Wise Kangaroos
Shopping vocabulary
Match the words with their synonyms.
to buy

a store

a shop

a cashier

changing rooms

a register

to queue

fitting rooms

a chemist's

a concession

a discount

to purchase

a check-out

a pharmacy

a check-out assistant

to line up

Complete the sentences with one word.
1. Ann spends money like _______________. I think her husband should put a limit on her
credit card.
2. My mum came down at the weekend and we went on a massive shopping ___________ .
We probably visited about 50 shops and ended up with £500 worth of stuff.
3. I really like this jumper and I'm going to come back for it. Could you put it on _______ for
me for a couple of hours?
4. Look, the phone you wanted is _______ special. You should get it now while it's in stock.
5. I find shopping online quite convenient and risk-free. This website, for example, offers free
____________ for any purchase over $60 and free returns to store.
6. The store is about to close. Please proceed to the _____________.
7. I think my fiancé’s a bit of a ________________. She can't even imagine not spending the
weekend at the shopping centre.
8. Keep the __________, honey. We might need to return the dress if she doesn't like it.
9. I don't usually shop ______________ for things. If I need something, I just get it from the
first place it's available at.
10. This book is a present for my husband. Could you _____________ it for me please?
11. I got a Christmas bonus at work so I went and splashed __________ on a new coat. How
do I look?
12. The __________________ in that boutique was really rude and unhelpful. I think I will go
back and demand to speak to the manager.
13. The packaging was slightly damaged so they offered me a 10% ____________.
14. Our neighbours must have money to ___________. They've just bought another car and
it's a Bugatti!
15. Do you think we'll need a ____________ or will a basket do? How long is the shopping list?
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